
Divide the field in half.  15-20 yards away from the mid-line mark three chicken coops and place one 

chicken in each.  I use paint and cones to clearly mark the mid-line and coops.  I have played this inside 

K-4 on a Jr. High sized basketball court, when I have a wet field.  I use mats to mark the chicken coop 

and make 3 teams of 8-9 players and rotate every 4 minutes.

Each player will start the game with five elastic/hair scrunchies worn on their wrist.

Each team of chicken farmers is trying to invade the other teams land and bring the chickens back to 

their own coops.

If a player from team A crosses over and gets tagged, they give one elastic to the person who tagged 

them, raise their hand, return to own side and then rejoin the game.

If a player from team A crosses into the other land and makes it to a coop, that is a safety zone.  

However, it is only a safe zone if there is a chicken in that same coop.  Multiple players are allowed in 

the coop but if someone leaves with the chicken, that coop is no longer a base and they may be tagged.

If a player leaves the coop with the chicken they may not pass or throw the chicken to a teammate.  

They try to run to their land and, if successful put the chicken in one of their own coops. If a coop is 

empty, the chicken will go there first.  If all the coops are filled, they may put a second chicken in any 

coop. A maximum of two chickens are allowed in any coop. If all six chickens are on one side, we trade 

field sides, reset and play the next round.

If a player runs out of elastics they may;

1.     Ask a teammate for an elastic

2.     Stay in their own land and tag until they get an elastic

3.     Meet the teacher on the side, do 5 pushups and earn 3 more elastics

*I found this game on YouTube, called Capture the Pig, by Brian Lewis.  The main changes are I turned 

it into an outdoor game and the students did not 3 elastics if they brought an animal back to their side.  I 
found that version resulted in too many students going for the chickens and very few protecting their 
own.



Elastics from the dollar 
store.  The bigger , the 
better.  Each player 
starts with 5

Rubber chicken, one in 
each coop, 3 on each 
side to start

It a chicken brought 
to own side it goes 
to an empty mat

I definitely prefer playing this game outside.  It allows to play with big 
numbers safely and no team waiting.  With K-1 it is nice to have the extra 
control of an indoor game.

Try to have about 10 
bands for each kid, they 
get lost broken

If no empty coops, may 
add a second to a coop

F you want game to 
never end,  add an 
extra chicken and say 
all chicken must be on 
one side to win




